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Content Index Quality ESL Grammar Worksheets, Quizzes and Games - A to J - for Teachers &amp;quot;Students&amp;quot; there is and there is a grammar worksheetI have / There are 15 sentences (fill in the gaps to complete the sentences); with ANSWER KEY and percentage conversion chartRela: Beginner to
Elementary Time: Approximately 15 minutes FREEDownload Grammar WorksheetThere / There is a look at the photo and decide whether each statement is true or false. Key response on page 2Level: Beginner to Elementary Time: Approximately 10 minutes FREE Download grammar There / There is a grammar error
correction: Find and correct errors. Check up to 7 sentences that are correct. Answer Page key 2Level: Beginner to elementary Time: Approx. 10 - 15 minutes FREE Download grammar worksheet There / There are 12 sentences exercises (the first two as examples) using there / there is and there is not / there are none;
with ANSWER KEYEvel: Beginners to ElementaryTime: Approx. 10 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 0 For example: There is sun in picture AThere is no sun in picture B. GrammarReference Graphics There / There is a way to form statements and questions with there and there's'Print in b /w; or color for projectors or
laminated printsVel: Beginners to elementary suggestion E-mail this grammar reference chart to your students if you know their email addresses, or post it on your class website. Grammar Victory has / There are 16 questions with a choice between several questions; with ANSWER KEY and percentage conversion
graphicsLevel: Beginners to Elementary Time: Approx. 15 minutes FREE Download grammar information-Gap There / There are 2 pages ('A' and 'B') version photo of people and things in the park; With ANSWER KEY and conversion rate chartThing: Beginners to Elementary Time: About 15 - 20 minutes FREE
download activity suggestion ideally, your students should sit opposite each other, with some distance between them to discourage cheating. Wrap all eight differences from your students. Use a smartboard or projector, if you have one, to better discuss differences. (Add 5 to 10 minutes.) Also, consider the possibility that
your students could write a short paragraph to describe one of the paintings using There and There. Grammar discussion There is / HasStudent 'A' version and Student 'B' version, each with 10 different questions to discuss. Level: Beginners to Elementary Time: Approx. 10:00 p.m. After they are finished, have them
change the paper and continue once more; then get up and talk to two or three classmates, and ask two questions: (1) who have you spoken to? (2) What an interesting Find out about it/ (Add 5 to 10 minutes.) 3 Select the correct answer. Next Select There is or Is from the drop-down menu to finish sentences. Mind in
the singular or plural of the noun. Nouns.
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